Structures of potassium, sodium and lithium bis(oxalato)borate salts from powder diffraction data.
The crystal structures of the alkali-metal bis(oxalato)borate salts A[B(C2O4)2] (A = K, Na, Li) have been determined ab initio using powder diffraction data obtained from a laboratory diffractometer. The K compound crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group Cmcm and its structure has been solved by direct methods applied to the integrated intensities from full pattern decomposition. The Na compound is isostructural with the K salt, while the crystal structure of the highly hydroscopic Li compound differs from the other two. It has an orthorhombic lattice, space group Pnma, and its structure was solved by the global optimization method using a parallel tempering approach. In the K and Na structures the metal ions and complex borate ions form chains with m2m symmetry. Metal-oxygen bonding between the chains links them into a layer and then a framework with square tunnels. The coordination number of both K and Na is eight. The Li compound also contains chains that have .m. symmetry and are bound together into a three-dimensional framework. The coordination polyhedron of the Li atom is a square pyramid with Li lying in its base. This square pyramidal coordination leads to its high reactivity with moisture to give Li[B(C2O4)2]H2O with lithium in six coordination.